
Letter to the Guest Editors of the Practice Models Series

Dear Editors of the TRJ Special Series on Practice Models:
Sincere thanks to the authors and to the editors involved with the practice models series.

Being able to identify a distinctive frame of reference for our field is fundamental to professional
practice. Presentation of and response to the various models has been thought provoking. I've
enjoyed revisiting some of the old (including some thoughtful revisions) models and learning
about some new ones. Like many colleagues, I imagine, my use of practice models has been
eclectic—some are better fits for particular audiences and purposes.

One frame of reference I often utilize, which has not been mentioned in the series, is the
"Hardiness" model proposed by Suzanne Kobasa (Maddi & Kobasa, 1984). "Hardiness"
represents the extent to which an individual deals with stress in transformational or positive
rather than in regressive or negative ways. Personality hardiness combines three tendencies—
control, commitment and challenge.

Commitment is the opposite of apathy. It suggests dedication to people and ideas, which
transcends oneself. Examples include religious faith, loyalty to groups/teams/organizations,
dedication to values and ideals, zeal for relationships, and enthusiasm for vocation or avocation.
Commitment means caring. Specific to programming in therapeutic recreation, commitment is
enhanced by programming which:

—provides practice at getting along with others;
—provides exposure to a variety of experiences;
—affords opportunities for the development of trust and cooperation;
—provides for the development of support networks beyond the current program; and
—affords opportunities for the enhancement of self-expression and communication skills.
Control relates to empowerment, the opposite of helplessness and hopelessness. As control

increases, investment and engagement in activities can increase. With a sense of control comes
the realization that while much cannot be solved, much can be resolved. Control means power
and acceptance of responsibility. Therapeutic recreation programming which is responsive to the
enhancement of control:

—assesses client needs and wants and incorporates them into program design;
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—offers choices among and within activities not just the "special of the day";
—affords clients the opportunity to design, lead and evaluate components of programs;
—promotes the development of stress management and coping skills; and
—promotes the identification and development of personal strengths.
Challenge refers to a positive perspective on change—viewing new experience not as a threat

but rather as an opportunity. Challenge also relates to an appropriate balance of tasks with skills.
Challenge can create confidence. In relation to therapeutic recreation this means developing
programming which:

—provides opportunities for novel experiences for risk and adventure;
—individualizes experiences toward a match of competence and activity requirements;
—promotes development of problem-solving skills; and
—provides opportunity for innovation and creativity.
The model has generated a number of empirical studies which have been supportive (e.g.,

indicated that hardiness functions as a buffer to stress). Several related concepts have also gained
credence. In regard to children and youth the idea of "resiliency" has become a buzzword
(Henderson & Milstein, 1996). The protective factors, which contribute to resiliency building,
are similar to the hardiness components. In the corporate/organizational training area the
successful Pecos River Change Management Group has adopted much of the hardiness message.
For example, one of their themes—"Deeply Prepared People Create Their Own Weather"—
meshes the concepts of control and success with change (Wilson & Wilson, 1998). On a personal
level, I've developed a model for enhancing hardiness through therapeutic recreation program-
ming (Witman, 1995) and incorporated the concept in the design of a variety of groups and
programs. With any experience that I facilitate I keep the C's in mind—enhancing participants'
opportunities for control, commitment and challenge in both the content and the process of the
activities. I've found this model to be understandable, relevant and practical for a diverse group
of efforts—a youth-at-risk project, a corporate team-building program, a behavioral health day
hospital program, and a university therapeutic recreation course.

Sincerely,
Jeff Witman, Ed.D., CTRS
Lock Haven University/Philhaven Behavioral Healthcare System
1349 Harrisburg Ave.
Mt. Joy, PA 17552
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